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AS I UNDERSTAND 
THE CONSTITUTION
ROMAN FIRMNESS

LLD - VETO

I TAKE THE 
RESPONSIBILITY
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 These tokens were issued during the period from 
1832-1844 when the United States went through an 
economic depression and several hotly contested 
presidential elections over the fate of the Second 
Bank of the United States and the powers of the 
Federal Treasury.

 The immediate reason for the issuance of the 
tokens was the ongoing shortage of small change 
in the United States – a situation that had existed 
ever since the Colonial period despite the best 
efforts of the United States Mint.

https://www.money.org/blog/TalesHardTimesTokens



 the true Hard Times period began in a serious way on 
May 10, 1837, when banks began suspending specie 
(money in the form of coins) payments and would no 
longer exchange paper currency for coins. This caused 
people to hoard coins out of circulation. 

 President Andrew Jackson served two terms of office 
from  1829 until 1837.

 President Martin Van Buren served one term from  
1837 to 1841, vowing to “follow in the steps of my 
illustrious predecessor.”



• Political propaganda for and 
against Presidents Andrew 
Jackson and Martin Van Buren.

• Large cent look-alikes.

• Advertising pieces.



Substitute For Shin Plasters
Specie Payments Suspended

May Tenth 1837

http://www.numissociety.com/content.php?213-May-Tenth

a reference to the flood of often-worthless paper money which were called "shin-plasters" 
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The political messages on these pieces come from both 
sides of the political debate and contain many witty images 
and legends. Among the most common are those depicting 
Jackson in a strong box holding a sword and a bag of coins 
on the obverse with the legend           I TAKE THE 
RESPONSIBILITY, which was paired with a number of 
reverses. The image refers to the fear that the presidency 
was too powerful if it controlled both the military and the 
finances of the country.
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One of the most widely circulated tokens of the era 
depicts Jackson emerging from a chest of money 
holding a purse in one hand and a sword in the other. 
This was a reference to the fear, subsequently reported 
in the Albany Argus on October 1, 1842, that the 
liberties of the Union were threatened “by Union of 
the purse and sword in the same hands…”

https://www.pcgs.com/books/garret/Chapter13-002.aspx
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No. 35 – The 
Bowery

New York
1837

Grossman 
Chatham St. NY1837

Phalons
Hair Cutting



PECK’S PATENT TIN MACHINES
Builders of cotton and woolen machinery centerally



https://www.pcgs.com/books/garret/Chapter13-002.aspx





Walsh's General Store in Lansingburgh, Rensselaer 
County, New York, issued the token described as Low 
99. This 1835 issue shows on the reverse a plow with 
the legend SPEED THE PLOUGH, IT FEEDS ALL, a 
reference to the interest in horticulture and farming 
shown by the issuer, Alexander Walsh. He conducted a 
store for more than 30 years. Locally his enterprise was 
known as Walsh's Museum due to the interesting and 
unusual variety of stock it contained.

https://www.ngccoin.com/boards/topic/194774-hard-times-tokens-post-your-images/?page=9



The first standard reference was Lyman H. Low 1899 
Hard Times Tokens which included 183 types. To this 
day Hard Times Tokens (HTT) are still cataloged by 
their Low numbers. Russell Rulau reorganized Low’s 
work, applied about500 new numbers, included a 
pricing guide and a lot of important history that 
explained the historical significance of a lot of the 
inscriptions, legends and devices.

http://mansfieldnumismaticsociety.org/hardtimestokens.htm







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRl-t2YcbrE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRl-t2YcbrE

